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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose to use deep neural network (DNN)
as an effective tool for audio feature extraction. The DNNderived features can be effectively used in a subsequent classifier (e.g., an SVM in this study) for audio classification.
Specifically, we learn bottleneck features from a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP), in which Mel filter bank feature is used as
network input and one of the hidden layers has a small number of hidden units, compared to the size of the other hidden
layers. The narrow hidden layer is served as a bottleneck layer, which creates a constriction in the network that forces the
information pertinent to classification into a compact feature
representation. We study both unsupervised and supervised
bottleneck feature extraction methods and demonstrate that
the supervised bottleneck features outperform conventional
hand-crafted features and achieve the state-of-the-art performance in audio classification.
Index Terms— deep neural networks, audio classification, bottleneck features
1. INTRODUCTION
Social multimedia contents are proliferating exponentially
due to the fast development of social networks and web applications. As massive and heterogeneous social media data
are available, effective management and understanding media contents have become a challenging problem than ever
before. Audio is an indispensable component of multimedia repositories. Thus it is desire for social multimedia computing to empower the capacity of automatic classification of
audio contents or segmentation of an audio stream into homogenous regions. This paper addresses the audio classification problem with deep neural network (DNN) [1] derived
bottleneck features.
Audio classification and its related topics have a long history of research. Some studies specifically focus on speech
and music discrimination [2][3], some deal with mixed types of audio [4][5], while others are task-oriented or work
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at higher semantic work levels, e.g., audio event classification [6], music genre classification [7] and audio scene classification [8]. Despite of various efforts in the area, as a typical classification problem, audio classification involves three
major components: feature extraction, modeling and classification. Feature engineering has been crucial in audio classification. By elaborately investigating the differences among
various audio types, researchers have developed a variety of
hand-crafted features, including energy features (e.g., shorttime energy [9][5] and 4Hz modulation energy [10][5]), statistical spectral features (e.g., ZCR [9], spectral flux [9] and
spectral centroid [11]), spectral envelop features (e.g., MFCC [10] and LPCC [12]) and pitch features (pitch [10], spectral peak duration [13], pitch-density [5][2] and chroma vector [14]). Previous approaches usually use a combination of
the above features while those features may be highly correlated or redundant. Thus a feature selection stage may be
desired [5].
On the other hand, different classifiers have been studied in audio classification, including Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [15], K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [16], artificial
neural network (ANN) [17] and support vector machines
(SVM) [16][9]. Specifically, SVM has shown superior performances as compared with other classifiers [5][16]. In contrast to other classifiers that minimize the empirical risk, that
is, optimize the performance on the training data, SVM minimizes the structural risk, that is, the probability of misclassifying yet-to-be-seen patterns for a fixed but unknown probability distribution of the data [18].
Artificial neural network, which uses hierarchical layered structure to learn complex non-linear patterns, has intrinsic advantages in modeling and classification of complex,
high-dimensional audio data. Traditionally, ANN, especially multi-layer perceptron (MLP), has been used as an audio
classifier with limited success with only one to two hidden
layers due to the heavy computation load for a large number of network parameters and the difficulties in optimizing
many layers [17]. Those have only become practical recent-

ly through the use of computing clusters or graph processing units (GPUs) and most importantly the development of
effective learning methods [19]. In the past several years,
deep neural networks (DNN), i.e., a MLP with multiple hidden layers, have been successfully used in many tasks, such
as speech recognition [20], natural language processing [21],
and computer vision [19]. Similarly, DNN has re-emerged as
a promising model for audio classification [7].
In this paper, instead of using DNN as a classifier, we
propose to use DNN as a feature extractor for accurate audio
classification. This is motivated by DNN’s nature of automatic feature learning ability. The DNN-derived new features
can be effectively used in a subsequent classifier for audio
classification. Specifically, we learn bottleneck features from
a neural network with a single type of lower representation
(e.g., Mel filter bank) as input, limiting feature engineering to
minimum. With their success in speech recognition [22][23],
bottleneck features are generated from a special structure of
MLP, in which one of the hidden layers has a small number of hidden units, compared to the size of the other hidden
layers. The narrow hidden layer is served as a bottleneck layer, which creates a constriction in the network that forces the
information pertinent to classification into a compact representation. We study both unsupervised and supervised bottleneck feature extraction methods. The experiments show that
supervised bottleneck features outperform conventional handcrafted features and achieve the state-of-the-art performance
in audio classification.
2. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
A deep neural network is actually a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) [12], i.e., a feed-forward neural network model that
maps sets of input data onto a set of outputs. In the audio
classification task, the input and output are audio features and
class labels, respectively. Based on each layer’s functionality,
an MLP usually consists of an input layer, one to several hidden layers and an output layer, and the nodes in each layer are
fully connected to the nodes in another layer. An MLP with
multiple hidden layers are also known as deep neural network
(DNN), as shown in Fig. 1. The input layer has no computation capability as it simply attaches the observations to the
network. Each hidden layer takes in the activations of the layer below and computes a new set of nonlinear activations for
the layers above. The output layer generates either a posterior
vector in a classification task or a value in a regression task
using the activations from the last hidden layer. Each hidden
layer computes the activation hl via a linear transformation
using a weight matrix Wl and a bias vector bl followed by a
nonlinear function fl (x):
hl = fl (Wl hl−1 + bl ) for 1 ≤ l < L

(1)

where the nonlinear function fl (x) usually operates in an
element-wise manner on the input vector.
The commonly used hidden activation function is the sig-
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Fig. 1. The structure of a deep neural network.
moid logistic function, defined as
ϕ(x) =

sigmoid(x)
1
1
= [
···
]T
1 + exp(−x1 )
1 + exp(−xK )

(2)

for a K-element input vector x. Each sigmoid hidden unit
can be regarded as carrying out a logistic linear regression
feature extraction process which refines the lower layer representation to a better one. Using this representation, the discrimination among different classes is much clearer and the
prediction can be done using a weak classifier.
The output layer (Lth layer) predicts either a value (regression) or a class label (classification). The output layer
simply carries out a similar linear regression as hidden layers
do using a weight matrix WL and a bias vector bL . However, a different task-dependent nonlinear function is usually
adopted. For a classification task like audio classification in
this study, the softmax function is adopted which converts the
values of arbitrary ranges into a probabilistic representation.
The generated output values can be interpreted as posterior
probabilities for each of the classes given the input observation. For a K-element vector x, the softmax function is

ψ(x) =

softmax(x)
(3)
1
= ∑K
[exp (x1 ) · · · exp (xK )]T .
exp
(x
)
k
k=1

In summary, the parameters for an L-layer network are
(W1 , b1 ), (W2 , b2 ), ..., (WL , bL ). They are usually
randomly initialized (or initialized through pre-training [19])
and then discriminatively updated using the BP algorithm [24].

3. BOTTLENECK FEATURES
Bottleneck (BN) features have been widely used in speech
recognition [22, 23, 25]. Bottleneck features are usually generated from a multi-layer perceptron, in which one of the hidden layers has a small number of hidden units, compared to
the size of the other hidden layers. This special hidden layer
serves as a bottleneck layer, which creates a constriction in
the network that forces the information pertinent to classification into a low dimensional representation. The weighted
sums of the outputs of the hidden layer immediately before
the bottleneck layer are used as bottleneck features. In speech
recognition, bottleneck features derived by deep neural network, usually combined with traditional spectral features, are
fed into a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) - hidden Markov
model (HMM) system [23].
Fig. 2 illustrates how BN features are derived from a
trained DNN in this study. Bottleneck features can be extracted, in an unsupervised manner, from an autoencoder (AE), in
which the neural network is trained to predict the input features themselves [19], as shown in the upper part of Fig. 2.
Features extracted in this way is named as AE-BN. An autoencoder can be considered as a method of nonlinear dimensionality reduction since the activations at the bottleneck layer
are a low-dimensional nonlinear function of the original input
features. As an alternative approach, bottleneck features can
be extracted in a supervised manner, as shown in the lower
part of Fig. 2. This feature is named as CL-BN (CL means classification). In this approach, the network consists of a
variable number of moderately large, fully connected hidden
layers and a narrow bottleneck layer, followed by optional additional hidden layer(s) and the final classification layer. Supervised BN features are thus created from a neural network
trained to predict the class labels (audio types in this study).
Different from an autoencoder in which the bottleneck
layer is usually in the middle, the bottleneck layer in a supervised network can be placed either in the middle or as the
last hidden layer. Apparently, bottleneck features represent a
nonlinear transformation and sometimes serves as the function of dimensionality reduction of the input features. The
optimal size of the the bottleneck is task dependent and thus
can be tuned accordingly.
4. EXPERIMENTS
Audio classification experiments were carried out on a rich
dataset that contains about 240-min audio, collected from different sources with various genres: broadcast news from
multiple TV channels, music clips download from Internet,
speech clips from the aurora4 dataset1 and noise clips from
the Noise92 dataset2 . The audio streams are in 16 kHz,
mono with 16 bit per sample, and manually annotated in
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Fig. 2. Bottleneck feature extraction: unsupervised (top) and
supervised (bottom). The layers in the dashed-line box are
optional.
terms of the pre-defined five classes, i.e., pure speech (SPH),
music (MSC), background sound (BKG), speech with music
(SPH+MSC), speech with background sound (SPH+BKG).
The dataset was manually separated to a training set (200 mins) and a testing set (40 mins). The time duration of each audio
class is balanced in order to keep a fare experimental comparison. In the experiments, an audio stream was firstly segmented into 32-ms non-overlapping frames for short-term feature
extraction and then audio classifiers were trained on the frame
level. At the classification (testing) stage, audio type decision
was made via a majority voting on the classification results
of 30 consecutive frames. The CURRENT toolkit3 was used
for neural network training. All neural networks have been
trained with the same learning rate of 0.000001 and momentum of 0.9. The input features of neural networks are normalized between 0-1.
4.1. Baseline Systems
Although our aim was to use neural network as a feature extractor, as a sanity check, we first tested the performance of
DNN as a classifier. SVM was recruited as a comparison4 ,
in which Gaussian radial basis was used as the kernel function. A rich set of 50-D features was used as classifier input, including zero crossing rate (ZCR), short time energy,
13-D MFCC, 18-D LSP, 13-D LPCC, spectral flux, spectral
spread, spectral centroid and chroma vector. These features
were proven effective in previous audio classification studies [9]. Experimental results are shown in Table 1. As we
can see, with a clear performance gap, DNN is not able to
outperform SVM when used as a classifier. Please note that

1 http://aurora.hsnr.de/aurora-4.html

3 https://sourceforge.net/projects/currennt/

2 http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/comp.speech/Section1/Data/noisex.html
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was used: https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/%7ecjlin/libsvm/

we have tuned different network configurations, e.g., number
of layers and nodes, pre-training strategies and learning parameters. But DNN still cannot surpass SVM as a classifier.
We believe that SVM is a very strong discriminative classifier while DNN only uses softmax as a simple linear classifier.
Although the hierarchical structure of a DNN can be regarded
as a powerful non-linear feature extractor, the failure of this
kind of usage drives us to figure out another more effective
way to extract discriminative features that benefit from deep
non-linear learning abilities.
4.2. Bottleneck Features
We tested two different ways of bottleneck feature extraction:
unsupervised (AE-BN) and supervised (CL-BN), as described
in Section 3. This time, SVM was adopted as the classifier due
to its superior performance. When extracting supervised BN
features (CL-BN), we examined two sets of neural network
input: 50-D conventional features as described in Section 4.1,
namely CF, and 40-D Mel filter bank features, namely FBank.
Recent studies have shown that lower representations of signal, e.g., Mel filter bank features, are more superior when
used as neural network input [26]. We also used 40-D FBank as input when extracting bottleneck features from an
autoencoder (AE-BN). Similar to DNN-based speech recognition [27], we took a frame expansion strategy in CL-BN to
cover the contextual information, that is, a long window of 11
frames (left 5 frames + current frame + right 5 frames) was
actually used as bottleneck network input.
Results are shown in Table 2 and some observations are
summarized as follows. The unsupervised bottleneck feature (AE-BN-FBank) shows inferior performance as compared with supervised ones (CL-BN) mainly due to the bad
classification performance of background sound (BKG). The
main reason is that the background sound actually involves
diverse audio types (recorded from restaurants, airport, street
and car) and unsupervised learning cannot catch them in a unique characteristic of features. We also notice that the use
of FBank as network input for BN feature extraction outperforms the use of conventional features. The CL-BN-FBank
achieves an average classification accuracy of 94.20%, which
is comparable to the SVM baseline with conventional features

CF
AE-BN
CL-BN

Table 1. Audio classification accuracy of SVM and DNN
classifiers on conventional features (%).
Audio Type SVM DNN
SPH
91.20 77.74
SPH+MSC 90.48 83.14
SPH+BKG
94.5 87.50
MSC
98.52 92.59
BKG
98.67 65.65
Average
94.67 81.32
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Fig. 3. Visualization of different features extracted for 1second clips from different audio classes.
(94.67%). This promising result motivates us to further finetune the BN neural network structure. Fig. 3 shows the visualization of different features, in which we can see clearly the
patterns that bottleneck features have learned.
4.3. Bottleneck Features: Number of Layers
We investigated the classification performance of different
number of hidden layers in the supervised BN network. Again, SVM was used as the classifier with 50-dim CL-BN
features as input. Results in Table 3 show that going ‘deep’
does help in feature extraction: a 4-hidden-layer network
derived BN feature achieves the best classification accuracy
(94.95%), which has outperformed the state-of-the-art performance previously reached by SVM with conventional features
(94.67% as shown in Table 1).
4.4. Bottleneck Features: Size of BN layer
As a network as deep as 4-layer demonstrated superior performance, we decided to further examine if extra gain could be
achieved when tuning the size of the bottleneck layer (i.e., the
BN feature dimension). Results in Table 4 show that further
accuracy gain is achieved when we set a wider BN layer. For
example, when BN Size=150, the audio classification accuracy is as high as 97.74%. The performance may become even
better if we further expand the layer size but the classification
efficiency becomes quite low. So in practical, the number of
hidden layers and the number of nodes in each hidden layer
should be set empirically by considering the tradeoff among
trainability, classification accuracy and runtime efficiency.
4.5. Feature Fusion
Previous studies in speech recognition [28] have suggested
that the combination of traditional feature with bottleneck features can obtain extra performance improvement. Hence, in

Table 2. Audio classification accuracy of supervised and unsupervised BN features (%). CF: conventional feature set.
BN Feature
Network Structure
SPH
SPH+MSC
SPH+BKG
MSC
BKG
Average

CL-BN-CF
[I]550-1024-512-[BN]50-[O]5
77.91
94.08
96.21
98.33
92.4
91.80

CL-BN-FBank
[I]440-1024-512-[BN]50-[O]5
90.31
91.25
94.88
97.59
96.96
94.2

AE-BN-FBank
[I]40-200-200-[BN]40-200-200-[O]5
89.95
90.34
94.69
94.63
32.64
80.45

Table 3. Audio classification accuracy for different hidden layers of BN network (%).
Network Structure
SPH
SPH+MSC
SPH+BKG
MSC
BKG
Average

1024-[BN]50
91.56
92.15
95.26
97.96
72.68
89.92

Table 4. Audio classification accuracy of different sizes of
bottleneck layer (%). The network structure is 1024-512-256[BN]Size, where Size=30, 50, 100, 150.
BN Size
50
30
100
150
SPH
93.72 91.38 94.61 96.59
SPH+MSC 92.54 88.93 95.88 95.11
SPH+BKG 96.39 90.13
100
100
MSC
97.41 97.22 98.15 99.07
BKG
94.69 89.07 97.15 97.94
average
94.95 91.35 97.16 97.74
Table 5. Audio classification accuracy of feature fusion: BN
features with conventional features (%).
Audio Type 150-D BN 150-D BN + 50-D CF
SPH
96.59
97.49
SPH+MSC
95.11
95.24
SPH+BKG
100
100
MSC
99.07
99.63
BKG
97.94
98.29
Average
97.74
98.13
the last experiment, we concatenated the 150-D BN feature
with the 50-D conventional features and an SVM classifier
was trained using the combined 200-D features. Results in
Table 5 show that as we expected, extra accuracy increase is
achieved after feature fusion. This may indicate that neural
network derived BN feature is compliment with conventional
hand-crafted features in the audio classification task.

1024-512-[BN]50
90.31
91.25
94.88
97.59
96.96
94.2

1024-512-256-[BN]50
93.72
92.54
96.39
97.41
94.69
94.95

learned neural network feature has achieved higher accuracy
in audio classification as compared with conventional handcrafted features. When two sets of feature are combined, further performance gain has been observed.
Tandem and stack approaches are often used in neural
network approaches [1][29]. We may use the learned BN features as the input of another neural network classifier in a tandem way. Alternatively, we can stack multiple consecutive frames of bottleneck features to produce a
wide context around the current frame and use this as input
to a second DNN to learn stacked bottleneck features (SBN) [30][31]. The stack approach is able to learn important
sequential/context information that has previously shown its effectiveness in speech recognition. Moreover, advanced
network structures, e.g., convolutional [7] and recurrent [32]
neural networks deserve a study in the audio classification
task. We believe these future works may further improve the
classification accuracy.
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